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Objectives/Goals
The objective is to see if and how goal setting and encouragement affect a competitive swimmers race.

Methods/Materials
266 swimmers were randomly selected at two swim meets.  The swimmers were sorted into three different
groups, control, encouragement, and goal setting.  The control group was #ignored# as they approached
the starting blocks, while the encouragement group was told by the timer, #good luck you#re going to do
great!#  In the goal setting group, the swimmer was given a goal; set dependent on what length event the
swimmer was swimming (100 yards= 3 second goal, 200 yards= 4 second goal, etc.). The average
percentage of time dropped by each test group was determined and compared.

Results
The fastest overall group was the control group with a 2.4% time improvement.  When outliers (time with
a percent drop of more or less than 9 percent) were removed, the fastest test group was the control, with a
1.5% improvement.  The next fastest group was the goal setting group, with a 1.6% improvement, and the
encouragement group had a 1.5% improvement.  However, if outliers are removed, the second-fastest
group was the encouragement group (1.1% improvement) and the goal setting group was slowest (0.7%
improvement).

Conclusions/Discussion
In the sport of swimming, one of the best tools is concentration. As the results showed, the control group
was the fastest group, in which the swimmers were #ignored#, where their concentration was not broken
and the subjects were focusing on their race. The hypothesis in this experiment was that swimmers would
improve their time by at least 2-3 seconds if there was no goal set, and if there was, the swimmers would
meet that goal. Goal setting may only be helpful over a period of time or when set by a coach.

The experiment tested if goal setting and encouragement moments before a competitive swim race affects
a swimmers time positively or negatively.
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